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As students crowd
around for a closer look,
Dr. Herr explains the
meaning of ear tags on
sheep (above). Sixth-
grade teacher Ed Harris,
below, a self-confessed
city slicker, was pretty
good with the shears but
said he wasn’t ready to
give up teaching just yet
for the life of a
professional sheep
shearer. One of Harris’
pupils, Patty Hackett,
Denver RDI, looks on to
observe his technique.
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USED TRACTORS
Farmall H
Farmall 706 G
Farmall 140 (Late Model)
Allis Chalmers Crawler Loader H3
Cub 154 Loboy w/Mower

INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT

NEW
Int. 574 Tractors
Farmall 1066 Turbo
Int. Harvester 990

Mower ConditionerModel 3600 Backhoe Rental Unit
Model 3400 Backhoe Rental Unit
Pius a Complete Selection of New
Industrial Equipment

Int. Harvester H 440 Balers
Model 400 - 6 Row Cycio Pla

BE SURE TO SEE US BEFORE
YOU BUY AND SAVE

SALES & SERVICE
£ ST., EPHRATA, PA. PHONE 733-22831054 S,

GOOD USED EQUIPMENT

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

EOUIPMEHT SPECIALS

FARM IMPLEMENTS
New #33A Hay Conditioner Model 2A Hay Conditioner
Model 2 Hay Conditioner #76 Pull Type Combine
International Harvester Model 130 Single Beater Spreader

New Holland #275 Baler
2 Point Fast Hitch 3 Bot. Disk Plow
Int. Harvester 350 Field Harvester
Allis Chalmers 4 Row Cornplanter

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
John Deere Riding Mower
Cadet 123 w/Mower
New Holland 16 H.P. Like

w/Mower
Craftsman Riding Mower

New
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Removing Stains
To effectively remove

stains without damaging the
fabric:

Identify the cause of the
stain. Most stains fall into
one of the three
classifications-greasy,
nongreasy, or a combination
of the two.

—Baste an “X” with white
thread near the spot on the
right side of the garment.
This marks the stain and
allows you to work on the
stain from the underside of
the garment.

Place a special padding
of folded paper towels or old
turkiah towel on the ironing
board to absorb the residue

of the stain from the gar*
ment. After each application
of clear water, solvent or
detergent and water
solution, move or change the
padding so a clean area
absorbs the remaining stain.

Turn the right side of the
garment face down against
the padding on ironing
board. Be sure the wrong
side of the fabric is the side
on whichyou are working so
that the stain will be washed
out of the fabric, not through
it.

Use a toothbrush or a
piece of cloth as an ap-
plicator. Rub lightly from
the center of the spot and
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“feather” outward. An eye
dropper is also an effective
applicator because it keeps
the spot from spreading.

Repeat the treatment as
long as any stain or residue-
appears on the padding.

Never allow the treated
area to remain wet. Stroke
the garment gently on the
wrong side until it is dry.
Drying the fabric helps
eliminate rings, spot
shrinkage and felting.

When you can’t identify
a stain or your home
procedure is impractical,
consult a professional
drycleaner. He has the skill,
the special equipment and
the chemicals to handle
many of the more difficult
stain problems.
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efore Easter, all lambs
All these lambs will be

scorn mended that these
,pril Bth & 10th, to have
meats are respectfully
contact Horace Plank.
Area 717—392-2304

AP & SONS


